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The Urban Drift

In Aotearoa, the term ‘urban drift’ connotes both the shift of 
people from rural to urban areas and, more importantly, marks the 
significant historical moment during the post-World War Two 
period when large groups of Māori moved from rural locales to 
urban centres and townships in seek of work, education and 
adventure. This movement gave birth to the notion of ‘urban Māori’. 
(1) The economic prosperity of the post war epoch also gave rise to 
the most prominent period of temporary and permanent 
migration from the South Pacific Islands to New Zealand. Unlike 
Māori who were shifting from rural to urban areas, Pacific Island 
migrants moved from different Pacific Islands and settled directly 
into urban centres of Herne Bay, Ponsonby and Grey Lynn. (2)
Parallels between the notion of Urban Māori and the 
complexities laden in the notion of urban Pacific Island identity 
continues to push critical discussion of the urban as a driver of 
creativity. As the impetus for this exhibition, the loaded history of 
the urban drift connects the past and present and provides a loose 
framework to explore themes of site, labour, migration, and issues 
of ownership and place.

Gallery one explores historic and contemporary sites, starting with 
early photographs sourced from the Alexander Turnbull 
Photographic Archives. Historic images are shown alongside 
contemporary artworks to consider how sites give meaning to 
urban Māori and Pacific Island experiences. In particular, four 
photographs of the Westfield Freezing Works and South Auckland
Freezing Farmers Co-operative (SAFFCO), commonly known as the 
‘Southdown Freezing Works’, depict aerial and interior views. 
Walker’s images of Westfield Freezing Works capture the hustle and 
bustle from the factory floors evident in Interior of cannery at

Female freezing works employees outside the works in Otahuhu, Auckland. 
Pascoe, John Dobree, 1908-1972 :Photographic albums, prints and negatives. Ref: 1/4-
000572-F. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Previous: Walker, W (Mr), 1940s-1950s. 
Interior of cannery at Westfield Freezing 
Works, Otahuhu, Auckland. Tourist and 
Publicity. Ref: 1/2-034201-F. Alexander 
Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.



Walker, W (Mr), 1940s-1950s. Women testing sausage casings at Westfield Freezing works, 
Otahuhu, Auckland. Tourist and Publicity. Ref: 1/2-034218-F. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wel-
lington, New Zealand. http://natlib.govt.nz/records/22887046

Southdown Freezing Works, Auckland. Whites Aviation Ltd :Photographs. Ref: WA-69557-G. 
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. http://natlib.govt.nz/records/23048228



Westfield Freezing Works, Otahuhu, Auckland (c.1940s-1950s) where 
uniformed women work with machinery and case sausages on the 
factory line. Aerial views of Southdown Freezing Works, Auckland 
from Whites Aviation Collection conjure up the intimate history of 
Southdown, which in 1979 operated with approximately 4360 
workers- with a Māori strong hold of 53 percent of its workforce, 
30.8 percent European and 14.5 percent Pacific Islanders. (3) Both 
Southdown and the Westfield Freezing Works hold significance for 
former Māori and Pacific Island workers who were united through 
their working environment and afforded another source of 
community that was founded around a workplace.

While the ‘urban drift’ signifies the migration from rural to urban 
areas as a definitive journey, Allan McDonald’s photographic 
series Carbon Empires (2005-2010) reveals the trickling effects of 
petroleum law changes across New Zealand for communities. (4) In 
1988 the petroleum sector became deregulated; with wholesalers 
able to control the product at both refinery and pump the small 
independent retailers (often family run businesses) found it 
increasingly difficult to survive in an environment too easily
manipulated by economies of scale and the politics of supply. (5)

attempted to operate as independent businesses, despite the large 
architectural porticos. The four photographs from Carbon Empires 
included in this exhibition document different gas stations across 
New Zealand in states of transition. For example, Ellerslie (2010) 
depicts the former ad hoc restaurant/car dealership Raviz on the 
corner of Ladies Mile and the Main Highway – better known as the 
restaurant Mexico to people outside the locale. Otahuhu (2008) 
shows the former service station located close to the Southdown 
Freezing Works. Wingate (2010) portrays the former service 
station located in Taita, Lower Hutt while Onehunga (2010) is an 
image of the former gas station and recently closed drycleaners on 
the corner of Neilson Street and Onehunga Mall. Together, these 
pictures give account to economic transitions and show how 
markets can be ruthless when larger operations make small 
businesses obsolete. The endgame the images suggest can also be 
seen as a metaphor for the playing out of the petroleum age we
currently inhabit. (6)

The theme of ‘site’ links into gallery two through the photographic 
work Marowhenua Pā III, (Mount Hoporata) (2010) by Akura Makea
-Pardington– another exemplar of the urban inflicting on the rural.

Allan McDonald, Ellerslie (2010), Onehunga (2010), Otahuhu (2008) and Wingate (2010.
Variable dimensions. Digital C-type print, mounted on dibond

Allan McDonald, Otahuhu (2008) and Wingate (2010)
Variable dimensions. Digital C-type print, mounted on dibond



In the image, Makea-Pardington brings to light conflicting 
connections and issues of ownership of Marowhenua Pā. (7) In the 
1950s a quarry site was established in close proximity to twin pā 
sites – the Marowhenua Pā and Rangihoua Pā – for the purpose of 
extracting land of weathered chert for road and construction. These 
sites and deposits had the potential to provide significant 
information relating to the history of Waiheke and local iwi. Despite 
these issues, further excavation is ongoing, evident in Marowhenua 
Pa III through the large dust clouds created by tracked excavator 

machines. Makea-Pardington’s image reminds us that indigenous
connection to whenua (land) goes beyond what is visible; to which 
tangata whenua are bound from birth, ceremonially reflected in 
burial of the placenta in the earth. (8) These connections are 
illustrated in cultural practices such as the observation of tapu that 
governs behaviour and restricts movement through places of 
cultural significance. Makea-Pardington presents differing views 
of the landscape as a commercial site and as a cultural homeland. 
These contrasting views of the land point to issues of authority and 
ownership that is negotiated on both small and large scales every 
day.

The rest of the works in gallery two examine the relationship 
between Pacific migration and labour. Andy Leleisi’uao’s complex 
contribution to the subject-self posits experiences of, and gave 
critical voice to, the contribution of Pacific Islanders to the 
workforce of New Zealand. In his painting Catch a Sparkling Spirit 
(2007) Leleisi’uao speaks from a ‘Kamoan’ perspective, a hybridised 
term of ‘Kiwi’ and ‘Samoan’ he created to distinguish between the 
circumstances of New Zealand-born Samoans from those of 
Island-born Samoans. (9) The depicted male figure has cut-out lines 
running down the middle of his face – a unique motif used by 
Leleisi’uao to describe the emotional experience of migrant figures.   
(10) The disjuncture created by these lines is echoed in Leleisi’uao’s 
choice to paint one side of the figure’s face brown and the other 
white; indicating a wider disconnection between the dual-identity of 
being a New Zealand born Samoan. (11) The artwork represents the 
pressure to succeed for many ‘Kamoans’ who bear the hopes and 
dreams of migrant parents. The adornment of the graduation cap 
suggests the male figure’s academic achievements, while blue straps 
on his shoulders are synonymous with the blue custom made 
overalls worn in many factory and labour orientated workplaces.

Akura Makea-Pardington, Marowhenua Pā III, (Mount Hoporata), 2010. 
900 mm x 600 mm
Artist Collection



Shifting from painterly representations of Pacific Island workers to 
performance is the work of artist and curator Leafa Wilson a.k.a 
Olga Krause. In the two works from the performance series Back 
to It (2011) Olga Krause attempts to give visibility to Pacific Island 
workers within a museum setting. These performances are staged 
at Waikato Museum – Te Whare Taonga o Waikato – where CCTV 
security footage captures Olga Krause cleaning different parts of the 
museum. As site specific performances, the artist renounces the 
authoritative role of a curator to don the Outsourced Client 
Solutions (OCS) turquoise cleaning uniform. Furthermore, she makes 
the labour of cleaning visible by choosing to perform during museum 
opening hours instead of the usual contracted after-hours. 
Operating as Olga Krause, a name that honors her German heritage,
(12) the artist vacuums as a museum visitor walks past her with ease 
and in another performance she cleans the foyer entrance in silence. 
The poignant performances render visible the simple act of 
cleaning and attempts to elevate the unseen humble labour of that 
art. (13) Similar to Leleisi’uao, Olga Krause’s performance disrupts 
“Polynesian people in professional artist or curator roles to question 
the so-called  ‘successful’ career person.”(14) The artist elaborates 
further on her ambivalent connection to, and disruption of, the role 
of the cleaner commenting:

  The cleaners for me ARE me, they represent a part of me that
  is probably most important to me, and that is, that they are  
  more like me than I am like the institution…I have a running  
  joke with an artist who frequently asks me how my cleaning  
  job is going at the museum … subverting the text each time  
  we joke about it is part of the fun and the ‘triumph’ of over 
  turning power structures… if only as a humble cleaner. (15)
 

Andy Leleisi’uao, Catch a Sparkling Spirit 2007 
Oil on canvas
760 mm x 600 mm
Private Collection



Leafa Wilson aka Olga Krause, Camera 117 from Back to It 2011
CCTV Footage
Artist Collection

Adding further dialogue to issues of labour and the human condition 
is multi-media artist John Vea. In the performance work Finish this 
week off, and that’s it (2014) Vea uses his body to push the limits of 
performance to respond to the issues apropos New Zealanders who 
live below the poverty line. This iteration of work revises a 2009 
performance, and considers the ability (or inability) to perform 
laborious tasks when broader conditions are set on the body. For this
endurance piece, Vea lived below the poverty line for a period of five 
weeks. Surviving daily on $2.25 for food, the artist tested himself at 
the end of the week by seeing how long he could hold a large 
boulder over his head. The Sisyphean nature of this work is 
documented and projected through five split screens that record 
different holding times and also start to show changes to Vea’s body. 
Given the artist’s stature, the task of holding the boulder seems 
relatively simple but as time progresses visible changes to Vea’s body 
begin to affect his ability to perform the task. Finish this week off, 
and that’s it poetically reflects issues of increasing hardship in New 
Zealand and pays homage to issues of labour.

The movement of Pacific people in search of work and adventure 
extends beyond Aotearoa to further outposts and remote places. A 
rare body of work that examines the small Pacific Island community 
in Alaska is the photographic series North to the Future (2008) by 
Edith Amituanai. (16) The Blue Lagoon, Spongebob and Boniface 
move between public and private spaces to explore how memory is 
created and embodied through material culture. For instance, 
The Blue Lagoon depicts the interior of a local restaurant popular 
amongst the Pacific Island community in Anchorage for its Hawaiian 
BBQ style menu. The space is painted in vibrant colours and walls 
are heavily adorned in tapa displayed on the wall, table clothes and 
menus. One could liken its décor to the popular Samoan bakery



John Vea, Finish this week off, and that’s it 2014.
Performance 
Artist Collection



Pinati’s Keke Pua’a in Otahuhu to show how commercial businesses 
can hold significance for Pacific Island communities. The photograph 
Spongebob draws parallels between Pacific Island living rooms and 
Victorian Parlour rooms; which were traditionally reserved for 
receiving guests and visitors, as a venue for life-cycle social events, 
and opulent shrines that displayed personal accumulations of wealth 
to those entering the domestic sphere. (17)  The depicted living room 
is adorned with artificial plants and flowers – a fan, a collection of 
stuffed toys, and framed images of family members displayed high 
and low. While the aesthetic of both interior spaces may seem 
excessive, Amituanai conveys different accumulations of ‘wealth’, 
enriched by objects embedded with intangible values such as 
familial connections, emotions and memories of home. 

Within the context of the Southside Arts Festival 2014 – Urbanesia 
– celebrations, this exhibition makes a valuable contribution that 
draws from the concept of the ‘urban drift’ to provoke and 
problematise notions of contemporary urban identity. Perhaps 
instead of thinking of urban identity, experiences and places as an 
already accomplished end, the artists in this exhibition show how we 
can approach identity, labour, site and belonging as “a production 
which is never complete, always in process, and always constituted 
within, not outside of representation.” (18)

       -Ane Tonga
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